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Abstract—With the development of automated logistics systems, flexible manufacture systems (FMS) and unmanned automated factories, the application of automated guided vehicle (AGV) greatly improves production efficiency and logistics automation for enterprises. The development of the AGV systems play an important role in reducing labor cost, improving working conditions, unifying information flow and logistics. Path planning has been a key issue in AGV control system. In this paper, two key problems, shortest time path planning and collision in multi AGV have been solved.

An improved A-Star (A*) algorithm is proposed, which introduces factors of turning, and edge removal based on the improved A* algorithm is adopted to solve k shortest path problem. Meanwhile, a dynamic path planning method based on A* algorithm which searches effectively the shortest-time path and avoids collision has been presented. Finally, simulation and experiment have been conducted to prove the feasibility of the algorithm.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Logistics system consisting of AGV has become increasingly popular as industry develops. However, there are still some problems to be solved in application. As one of the most serious problems, AGV path planning is different from the general vehicle routing problem. It applied for different applications and different tact. What is more, the constraints, the optimal solution and strategies are different from general vehicle routing.

Path planning means that to search for an optimal feasible path in certain environmental constraints, according to the given starting and ending point, referring to one or some factors, such as the shortest path, the shortest time, least cost and other factors. There are static routing, and dynamic path planning in AGV path planning [1]. Static path planning means that the route has been identified in advance between sites. Path planning such as moving from site i to site j, the AGV just need to run along a fixed path. Static path planning is simple, but cannot adapt to changes in the environment and transport situation. Dynamic programming could avoid conflicts between multi AGV based on the current environment and real-time traffic information, to search optimal path planning for each AGV. This is a difficulty in AGV path planning.

Resource competition and conflict need to be solved in multi-path planning for AGV systems. Researchers have conducted many studies, different application and put forward many solutions strategy. LING QIU, WEN JING [2], take the lead to describe AGV path planning and scheduling issues in detail and summarize the method of AGV path planning. Broadbent et al. [3], consider conflict and the optimal time for the purpose, and the priority method using Dijkstra algorithm to solve a one-way route network planning issues. Kim and Tanchoco [4] give an algorithm combining Dijkstra algorithm and time window on bidirectional path network. This algorithm convert path planning problem into a plan node idle time window problem. However, the process of the algorithm is complex and with low search efficiency. In order to improve search efficiency of the algorithm, Taghaboni-Dutta and Tanchoco [5], etc. proposed an incremental planning approach. But this approach sacrifices the optimality path. Nenad Smolic-Rocak et al. [6] discussed a number of AGV dynamic path planning time window based on the algorithm edges time planning regulations. This algorithm allow only one AGV occupy one side, therefore the utilization the path is relatively low. In China, Zhifan Luo et al. [7] proposed a two-stage path planning method combining fuzzy control global path planning and local planning, when the AGV running path reduction while achieving the car run without obstacles. Guodong Liu et al. [8] [9] have proposed a two-stage path planning method. The method first generation AGV exercised within the site offline candidate path set, then the path candidate centralized online options exercised AGV path. However, these two methods cannot guarantee the optimal solution search path. Other scholars have research planning algorithm based on path time window [10] [11]. They combine the traditional path planning method with the time window to planning AGV path. There are also some researchers combine the time windows
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method with Petri net to resolve more AGV path planning [12][13]. To some extent, these methods are expanded the search to achieve more complicated.

In this paper, we will introduce the path planning algorithm, A* algorithm of shortest time planning and multi AGV path planning which is used in the designed AGV system (Figure 1). In the shortest time planning, factors of turning, and edge removal based on the improved A* algorithm is adopted to solve k shortest path problem. In multi AGV path planning, a dynamic path planning method based on A* algorithm which searches effectively the shortest-time path and avoids collision has been presented.

II. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

A. Shortest time planning

During the AGV path planning, an issue needed to be addressed is to choose reasonable path. Many scholars equaled the shortest path to the most reasonable one, while some researchers considered the smoothness of the path, such as the influence of AGV turning [13]. But both of them did not give a specific approach. The most reasonable AGV path should be short, smooth and so on.

The network diagram of production plant is showed in Fig.2. This paper will simplify the path among loading stations, unloading stations, processing stations to undirected connected graph $G = \{V, E, w\}$, where $V$ is the set of nodes, $E$ is set of edges formed by the node connection, $w$ represents the effective length between two nodes.

(1) AGV running path is the single-channel and two-way one, and the path width can only accommodate one AGV;
(2) AGV running speed is constant and same;
(3) At a time, only one AGV is allowed in the range containing each node, but a number of vehicles are allowed on one AGV path;
(4) According to the rules of the actual vehicle exercise, a safe distance is settled among AGV, if the distance between the two AGV is less than the safety distance, the rear of the car is stopped, until no obstacle in the safety distance is detected.

B. Multi AGV path planning

AS AGV system environment said based on graph theory, the path among work stations, intersections, turning points can be reduced to undirected connected graph $G = \{V, E, w\}$, where $V$ is the set of nodes, $E$ is set of edges formed by the node connection, $w$ represents the effective length between two nodes.

(1) AGV running path is the single-channel and two-way one, and the path width can only accommodate one AGV;
(2) AGV running speed is constant and same;
(3) At a time, only one AGV is allowed in the range containing each node, but a number of vehicles are allowed on one AGV path;
(4) According to the rules of the actual vehicle exercise, a safe distance is settled among AGV, if the distance between the two AGV is less than the safety distance, the rear of the car is stopped, until no obstacle in the safety distance is detected.

III. SHORTEST TIME PLANNING

A. Principle of A* algorithm

As shown in AGV working environment graph $G$, $d_i$ represents the shortest path from node $v_i$ to the start site $v_s$, $d_{ij}$ represents the shortest path from node $v_i$ to node $v_j$. We can draw the following conclusions: (1) the shortest distance between node $v_i$ and node $v_j$ in graph $G$ is the one between $v_i$ and $v_j$, which located in the shortest path from starting station $v_s$ to objective station $v_t$. (2) the second shortest path must go through the nearby node of shortest path. The traditional algorithms of solving the problem of shortest path cannot select the path with less turning number from the two paths above in this situation.

When the shortest path is being used by another AGV or obstructions, AGV needs to choose the second shortest or third shortest path. Currently, although there are many solutions to seek k times shorter path [14] [15], but they are more complex.

The conclusions above were demonstrated in [14]. This article uses the A* algorithm for the shortest path, firstly we must rule out the shortest path, so detecting one side of the shortest path can rule out the shortest path $L$ from start site $v_s$ to target site $v_t$ and then using the A* algorithm can get the shortest path $L$. According to the conclusion (1), (2), one of the shortest paths must be the desired second shortest path by successively delete the sides of shortest paths from start site $v_s$ to target site. Seek out all the shortest path length in ascending order, select the former k paths ask times shorter path and store them in path library of AGV system.
B. Shortest path in k times

The process of finding K shortest path based on the method above is shown as follows:

1) In this paper, the improved A * algorithm is used to find the shortest path from the start site vs to target site vt and store it in the array path [n]. n is the number of edges of the shortest path;

2) The definition of integer i, and i is initialized to 1. it is determined whether or not less than and equal to n, turn 3) if condition is satisfied, otherwise, go to 4);

3) Removing side <path [i-1], path [i]> proves that there is no connection between them. Then call again A * algorithm to find the shortest path from the start site vs to target site the target site vt, store the result in path[i], i is equal to i pulsing 1, then go to 2);

4) If n is less than k, the data of path[i] (i = 1 ... n) are sorted in descending order along with storing the path and related length in the database of AGV system. If n greater than or equal The AGV system path in the database path and the corresponding path length is stored; if n is greater than or equal to k, select the former k-1 shortest path of path [k-1] based on path length and store the corresponding length with path[n] in database of AGV system.

C. Simulation

Simulation map imitate general production automation workshop scene, shown in Fig.1. Using VC ++ 6.0 program, set the value of r. According to practical research applications, r is respectively set to 0.8, 0.4, 1. Compared with general A * algorithm and Dijkstra algorithm, the path length, number of turns and search nodes of this improved A * algorithm (1, 2, 5) are shown in Table 1, the experimental path is shown in Fig.3.

As can be seen, the path length of three methods above is same, but the number of turning points are different. In this paper, the improved A * path algorithm can search the shortest path with least number of turns of the AGV control and the track was better than the first two. At the same time, we can see that the search efficiency of A * algorithm is improved greatly relative to Dijkstra algorithm and slightly improved relative to general A * algorithm. When s is close to the minimum length of the line, the search efficiency reaches to the lowest.

Respectively using the algorithm of this paper to seeking k times shortest path and results of neighboring point algorithm to seeking former 3 times shortest path of document 8 shown in Table 2, the experimental path is shown in Fig.2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Shortest</th>
<th>The second shortest</th>
<th>The third shortest</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Method in this paper</td>
<td>Orange</td>
<td>Purple</td>
<td>Yellow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nearby Point Method</td>
<td>Orange</td>
<td>Purple</td>
<td>Yellow</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The paths of two algorithms are same. The enumeration method of near-point method has complex algorithm and low efficiency. But the improved A * algorithm, the algorithm is simple and the search efficiency is fast.

IV. MULTI AGV PATH PLANNING

A. Path-time model

Aiming at shortest running time without conflict, AGV path planning is different from the shortest path planning, which is aiming at the shortest path. Considering there already has a lot of sophisticated algorithms, shortest path problem can be solved based on existing algorithms. Firstly, we should convert path model into a path-time model. Specific methods are as follows.

Parameter can be set at each node. One-dimensional AGV registration information in the node set R. There are three elements {stime, ltime, no} in structure, to represent the arrives at the node of the time, departure time node, AGV identity number respectively. Registration information point j in node i can be represented by $R_j^{i}$, no. $R_j^{i}$.stime - $R_j^{i}$.ltime.

When a node assigned to one AGV, AGV registration information on the corresponding node indicates that the node is unavailable in this period. When AGV leave node, the corresponding registration information, and node release time are deleted. Other AGV can pass the node, AGV path planning is equivalent to planning the shortest time line from the starting node to the target point on the existing time information in the available period.

B. A * algorithm in time planning

A * algorithm is a heuristic search algorithm, which uses heuristic function to assess the cost of transit node to the destination node. A * algorithm evaluation function can be expressed as:
\[ f'(x) = g'(x) + h'(x) \tag{1} \]

Wherein, \( g'(x) \) represents the shortest path from starting point \( s \) to the current node value of \( x \). \( h^*(x) \) indicates heuristic value of the shortest path from current node \( x \) to the target node. Since \( h^*(x) \) cannot be known in advance, \( f(x) \) is the approximation value of \( f^*(x) \), \( f(x) \) is expressed as follows:

\[ f(x) = g(x) + h(x) \tag{2} \]

Wherein \( g(x) \geq g'(x) \), and \( h(x) \leq h'(x) \).

\( g(x) \) and \( h(x) \) make the following changes: \( g(x) \) indicates AGV entering the earliest time value of the current node \( x \), \( h(x) \) representing the current value of the target node \( x \) to inspire node time \( t \), is expressed as follows:

\[ h(x) = \sqrt{(v_x - v_s, x)^2 + (v_x, y - v_s, y)^2} \tag{3} \]

Wherein \( v \) represents the average running speed of AGV.

Supposing there is no potential conflict form node \( I \) to node \( x \), the solution method is as follows:

Times when AGV first access \( x \) is \( L_{ix} = g(i) + t_w \), \( t_w \) shows time AGV pass edge \( <i, x> \), compare \( R_{ix}^{sttime} \) and the value of \( L_{ix} \), if \( L_{ix} + t_s < R_{ix}^{sttime} \), \( t_s \) represents AGV occupied node \( x \) times, then \( g(x) = L_{ix} \), otherwise the search \( R^{sttime} \), order \( T_{ix}^{sttime} = \max \{ R_{ix}^{sttime}, L_{ix} \} \), find the \( T_{ix}^{sttime} \) values that satisfy \( R_{ix}^{sttime} > T_{ix}^{sttime} \) to obtain \( g(x) = T_{ix}^{sttime} \).

When there is existing conflict from node \( i \) to node \( x \), \( h(x) \) can be find by the following strategy.

C. Collision detection

Issues of AGV node resource contention have been solved by allocation of time, but AGV edge resource contention problems still exist. AGV edge resource contention problems perform on the facing conflict and catching up with. When all AGV are running at a same speed, conflict of catching up will not occurred. Therefore, there is no need to considerate this kind of conflict. Facing conflict is shown in Fig.4. The time axis of node \( vi \) and node \( vx \) is shown in Fig.5. The routine of AGV1 has been planned, while the routine of AGV2 has not. The method to tell if there is facing conflict in AGV2 from node \( vi \) to node \( vx \) are as follows:

Checking in the registration information \( R_{vi}^{sttime} > g(i) \) in \( R^{sttime} \) and \( R_{ix}^{sttime} < g(x) \) in \( R^{sttime} \), to make sure if there is the same registration information whether AGV identification number, if any, by the presence of opposing conflict \( i \) to \( x \).

There two conflict exists, the first one is waiting to avoid conflicts, as shown in Fig.6 (a). The second one is the unavoidable conflict, as shown in Fig.6 (b). The first conflict can make AGV2 edge node \( i \) wait until the AGV leaving node \( i \) to avoid this strategy; the second conflict is inevitable, so for AGV2, the edge \( <i, x> \) is unfeasible.

D. Multi AGV path planning algorithm for conflict-free process

\( O \) represents to be extended to define a list of nodes, \( C \) indicates expansion node list, \( s, t \), respectively, originating node and the destination node. Multi AGV path planning algorithm conflict as follows:

1) Initialization list \( C \) is an empty set, \( O = \{ s \} \), the car recorded the start time for the starttime, \( g(x) \) initialized to
starttime, and then calculate value of h(s) and f(s) by the formula;

2) Determining whether set O is empty, if yes, go to 10), else go to 3);

3) Find the smallest f value in the node from O, denoted i, remove it from the O, insert or C;

4) Determining whether node i is equal to the target node t, if yes, go to 9), else go to 5);

5) For each node connected to node i and j, determining whether a conflict exists from i to j, if present, determining what kind is the conflict. If the conflict can be avoided by waiting, go to 6). Else set g(s) to infinity, which means that the path is being planned for the AGV, the edge <i, x> is unfeasible; if there is no conflict, go to 6);

6) Determining whether the node j in O, if yes go to 7), else go to 8);

7) The method of calculating the current mentioned above g (j) values, determines the current g (j) value is smaller than the previous value of g (j), and if so, put the node i as the parent node of node j to the new node j f (j), g (j), the value of h (j) replaces the old value, go to 2);

8) O was added to the node j, and node i to node j as a parent node, calculating f (j), g (j), the value of h (j), and go to 2);

9) Finding the path, the path to the output s - t, and the arrival time of each node on the path stime, namely, the departure time ltime each node is inserted into the registration information on each node {stime, ltime, AGVno};

10) Did not find the path from t to s.

E. Simulation

Fig.7 shows a network diagram of a company production workshop. Assuming there are three existing task. Task 1 is that move AGV1 form site 13 to site 9. Set current time 0s as start time. Task 2 is that move AGV2 form site 34 to site 13. Set the start time for 3s; Task 3 is that move AGV3 form site 18 to site 23. Set the start time for 24s. With the above algorithm, seek AGV1 and AGV2 run path and registration information, the result are as shown in Table 3.

Contrasting table 4 and table 5, it show that there is a potential conflict on the side of <17,16> in AGV3 and AGV1 and there is a potential conflict on the side of <24,14> with AGV2. And there is no conflict while using the above algorithm. As can be seen from table 5, A * algorithm has advantages of less searching nodes, high efficiency inherits. Meanwhile, on the node search strategy, it calculate the first reach time, instead of searching all the possible time period. Only when there is time to wait for the search to avoid conflicts or inferior early morning time, therefore reducing the search range, further to improve search efficiency.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3: Path Planning of AGV1 and AGV2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AGV1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Node</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4: Path Planning of AGV3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Node</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 5: Data Comparison</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AGV3 path information by our algorithm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Node</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Hardware configuration consists of PC and four CC2430 wireless modules. The AGV control system software is developed on VC ++ 6.0 using the above algorithm experimental verification. CC2430 acts as a connection between AGV and computer. Three CC2430 modules simulate AGV, AGV control system receives the instructions issued and given real-time upload speed (experimental speed 0.5m / s) at the location and status information.

In Task Manager, add the three tasks, system test results are shown in Figure 8.

Experiments show that the AGV path planning is the same as above section. We can also see that AGV3 from site 14 to site 17 waiting until they are sites run by other AGV, thus avoiding potential conflicts.

\[\text{Fig.8. Simulated Experiment Verification}\]

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, AGV turning factor is introduced to AGV path planning, to conduct an improved A * algorithm. The algorithm generates k times shorter path by deleting edges. The algorithm is simple and high search efficiency. The simulation results proved that the improved A * path planning algorithm is more smooth, more conducive to automatically run the AGV. The paper proves the feasibility of the proposed algorithm by comparing A* algorithm and other algorithm of deleting edge. Meanwhile, the paper presents a multi-AGV A * algorithm based on collision-free dynamic path planning method. The algorithm classified the potential conflicts to search shortest path with conflict-free effectively. The algorithm presented in this paper of great significance in the FMS application.

As a future work, the module of AGV actual running would be more specific. The algorithm also needs to continue to improve on case of different situation. As the project heading, algorithm of multi AGV run in a real situation should be developed deeply. Furthermore, the ground systems software needs to further improve ground control system interface display.
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